Welcome note from the Principal

Dear Parents and Students, most sincere greetings on behalf of all our teachers and staff members. I would like to welcome you to the year 2014 wholeheartedly. This newsletter is full of events and good news. Though it was a long break due to the unavoidable circumstances, all our students, teachers and staff members have started to work in full pace to make the final term successful. Students appeared in 2 monthly tests and several events (Spelling Competition, Health & Safety Compliance, Vegetable Display Party, Art Competition, Animal Kingdom, Table Tennis Tournament, etc.) have been done successfully.

The final term examination is going to start from 15th May, 2014. Students are requested to be serious and regular with their classes and studies so that they can bring out a good result. Do not hesitate to ask your teachers if you are not clear about any topics of any subject.

Now I want to congratulate our three star students who have obtained “6 A” in different subjects and received ‘The Daily Star Award’. YIS is very proud of them and wish them all the best for their future endeavors.

Thanks & Regards

Muhammad Hasanuzzaman
Principal
To teach the children about vegetables practically, “Vegetable Display Party” was arranged on 9th of February, 2014 for the students from Play Group to KG II. Thanks to the teachers who made the party so lively and beautiful!

**HEALTH & SAFETY**

‘Health & Safety Compliance’ for the students from KG I – Std IX was held on 3rd February, 2014. Here are some pictures of the event.

- KG I, with the pictures of health cleaning products.
- Zayed of KG I, enjoying cleaning the classroom window.

**SPELLING COMPETITION**

‘Spelling Competition’ was held on January 25th, 2014 for the students from STD I – STD V.

Following are the names of the winners:

**Group - A**

1st - Afsara Ferdous – STD I
2nd i) Ramiz Uddin Ayman - STD I
   ii) Shahnum Sarker - STD II
3rd - Ayman Ashraf - STD II

**Group – B**

1st - Ibsher Hossain -- STD III
2nd - Tafet Hoque -- STD III
3rd i) Debosree Bisaws -- STD III
   ii) Andrea Deeanne Nicolas – STD III

**Group – C**

1st - K. H. Mahi Ahmed - STD V
2nd i) Aminur RAhman - STD V
   ii) Wajid Tasrib Raiyan - STD V
3rd - Ayaan Shamim - STD V

**Group – D**

1st -- Nazrin Shoily Nahar -- STD IV
2nd -- Maryam Ferdous -- STD IV
3rd i) Sajid Bin Khalid -- STD IV
   ii) Marium Jowarder – STD IV
ANIMAL KINGDOM

To make the children of Play Group familiar with the animals of different atmosphere, the event ‘Animal Kingdom’ was arranged on March 25, 2014.

Art Competition

On the occasion of the International Mother’s Language Day, an ‘Art Competition’ among the students of KG I to Std IX was held on 22nd Feb, 2014.

Here are the winners names:

Group – A
1st -- Lamiha Nur Tanisha -- KG II
2nd -- Nuzhat Tasfia Shefa -- KG II
3rd -- Arowa Asma Karim -- KG II

Group – B
1st -- Ishaba Hossain -- STD II
2nd -- Zaynab Hossain -- STD I
3rd -- Abir Hassan -- STD III

Group – C
1st -- Sajid Bin Khalid -- STD IV
2nd -- Rahul Rahman -- STD IV
3rd -- Sadia Khanom -- STD VI

Group – D
1st -- Abner Jamshed -- STD VII
2nd -- Nabila Akter -- STD IX
3rd -- Suba Iqbal -- STD VIII

NTV Programme

The students from STD I – XI of YIS has participated in the programme “Tiffiner Fakay” of NTV which was telecast on 4th April, 2014.

Parents – Teacher Day

The second and final “Parents – teacher Day” for the academic session 2013-14 was held on March 29, 2014.

As usual with the enthusiastic attendance by the parents and students the meeting was quite fruitful.

Essay, Hamd-Nath, Kerat Competition

(Starting from the left) Ismail Hossain Adi, Alif Islam, Shakhawat Hossain Sajid, Ishlam Ahmed Galib and Mehedad Amin Orbin - the students of YIS, took part in the Essay, Hamd-nath, Kerat competition and received certificates. The event was arranged by Uttara Jame Masjid among different schools in Uttara area was held from 24th to 29th January, 2014.
**Student's Corner**

Simran – left behind, Radiyah – in front

‘Inter Club Winter Challenge Skating Competition – 2014’, was conducted by the Skating Clubs in coordination with Bangladesh Skating Federation. Two sisters, Simran Rabab Biswas of STD VI and Saika Radiyah Amira Biswas of KG II, students of YIS took part and achieved Gold Medal in their respective age Group in that competition. Congratulations! to both the sisters for their wonderful achievements.

Ayan (leftside behind in red t-shirt)

On November 13, 2013, ‘All Saints’ school had celebrated the birthday of the celebrated writer late Humayun Ahmed. Ayan Prodhan, the student of KG I of YIS took part in the song while cutting the cake with others.

**POHELA BOISHAKH**

YIS has celebrated the occasion of Pohela Boishakh on 12th April, 2014. Here are some of the moments of that beautiful programme.

**UPCOMING EVENTS**

- Mothers Day (11th May, 2014)
- Final Exam (15th May, 2014 to 27th May, 2014)
- Report Card Day (7th June, 2014)
- Vacation (28th May, 2014 to 9th June, 2014)
- Class Resume Date (10th June, 2014)

**INTER-CLASS TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT, 2013-14**

The Inter-class Table Tennis Tournament, 2013-14 for the students of STD VI - XI was held from 8th April to 10th April, 2014. The winners of the tournament are:

Champion: Md. Arib Fayad Akash

1st Runners up: Shawren Ahmed Asif

2nd Runners up: Fahimul Gaffar

All participants of the tournament